
The Problem:  Social movements are increasingly relying on highly mediated sources such as the Internet and blogosphere to disseminate their message and influence 

their target audiences. Material posted on the internet is easy to access, easy to update and inexpensive to maintain unlike traditional methods such as print advertising and 
television ads that are expensive and time consuming to produce. This material is dynamic and quick to change and a common tactic by many movements is the use of 
visual spectacle to carry a message.  How can social scientists find and capture these images in an organized thoughtful manner to help understand the cultural capital  that 
is shaping a movement? 
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Search Terms: Sarah McLachlan animal shelter ad
Desired Outcome: Still or video images of Sarah McLachlan’s ad for the ASPCA

Search Terms: Foie Gras
Desired Outcome: Still or video images of caged or force-fed ducks 
and geese;  Images animal rights activists use to protest foie gras

Search Terms: Operation Bite Back
Desired Outcome: Video or still images of common fur farming practices and/or poor condition of caged fur-
bearing animals; freeing of fur-bearing animals

Search Terms: Unnecessary Fuss
Desired Results: Still or video images of the film Unnecessary Fuss

A set of search terms were constructed to retrieve online

images of animals related to four specific cases of animal

advocacy. These examples include protests against Thomas

Gennarelli’s head injury lab at the University of Pennsylvania;

animal rights activist Ron Coronado’s covert filmmaking at fur

farms; protests over the production of foie gras; and Canadian

singer Sarah McLachlan’s commercial for the American Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA). The desired

outcome for each set of search terms was determined prior to the

search.

The search term, “Unnecessary Fuss”, was used for the

Gennarelli example, and was used because of its historic

standing as a watershed protest campaign in the emerging

animal rights movement in the United States during the 1980s.

“Unnecessary Fuss” is the title of the 30 minute documentary

assembled by the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals

based on film footage taken from Gennarelli’s laboratory by

elements of the Animal Liberation Front (ALF). This documentary

is a compilation of Gennarelli’s video tapes that depict baboons

being deliberately subjected to head trauma. The objective of

using the title of the documentary was to retrieve still or video

images of the film.

The search term, “Operation Bite Back”, was used for

the Coronado example (and is the title of a 2009 book about

Coronado’s activities by journalist Dean Kuipers). Operation Bite

Back was the name of the campaign against fur farms conducted

by Coronado and other environmentalists and animal rights

activists, which included the gathering of images and film footage

about fur farming. The goal of these search terms was to retrieve

video or still images of common fur farming practices, poor

condition of caged fur-bearing animals or the freeing of fur-

bearing animals.

In 2007, the Canadian singer-songwriter Sarah McLachlan

participated in a television commercial aired by the ASPCA,

which brought in an estimated $30 million dollars (U.S.) to the

ASPCA (whose annual budget is approximately $50 million). The

search terms, “Sarah McLachlan animal shelter ad”, were used

for the Sarah McLachlan example. The objective of the search

terms was to retrieve still or video images of the singer’s ad for

the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

Finally, the search terms, “foie gras” were used for the

protest over foie gras production example. The aim of these

search terms was to retrieve still or video images of caged or

force-fed ducks and geese or images of animal rights activists

protesting foie gras production. Several of these cases were

discussed in Mark Caro’s 2009 book The Foie Gras Wars.

Each of the search terms were entered into the following

search tools: Google Images, Yahoo! Images, Ixquick, AP

Images, Academic Search Complete Images, and YouTube.

Google Images is the image search feature of the Internet search

engine, Google, a crawler based search engine. Google has the

largest index of all search engines with 1 trillion indexed Web

pages. Yahoo! Images is the image search feature of the search

engine Yahoo!. Yahoo! has the second largest index after

Google. Ixquick is a meta-search engine. Ixquick searches

several search engines simultaneously and aggregates the

results from them. AP Images is a subscription database

provided by the Associated Press. The database has

photographs, audio and graphics. It contains over 4.6 million

photos from 1826 to the present. Expanded Academic

Complete Images is a subscription database with an image

search feature. There are over 180,000 images contained in this

database. YouTube is a video sharing Web site on which users

can upload and share videos. YouTube contains over 83 million

videos.

After the search terms were entered into each search tool,

the number of results was noted and the number of relevant

results on the first page of the results was tallied.

Tips for an Effective 

Image Search

Use a variety of search tools as 

the content of the sources do 

not necessarily overlap.

Use a variety of search terms

to describe each image in

order to maximize search

results.

Browse beyond the first page

of a set of results.

Search over several days as

new content is always added to

search tools.

Advantage Disadvantage 

A large number of images are available via the Internet The Internet can have broken links and poor quality images.

The Internet sources produced relevant results for the 
examples used in this study.

Images are more easily subject to manipulation.

Users do not have to pay a subscription fee to use the 
Internet sources used in the study.

The source of the image may not be authoritative.

The content of the Internet is posted by a wide variety of 
individuals and organizations. 

The source of the image may be unidentifiable.

Internet  Sources

Advantage Disadvantage 

Images are of high quality.   The images in the subscription databases are more selective 
and controlled which may lead to less useful images related 
to controversial or marginalized issues.

Images are from a reliable source. The subscription databases produced no results for three 
out of four of the examples used in this study.   

Images are readily downloadable. Subscription databases are fee-based and may be 
inaccessible to individuals who do not have access to a 
library that subscribes to these resources. 

Subscription Databases

Search Tool Total number 

of Results

Relevant Hits on 

First Page of Results

Google Images 2,600 YES

Yahoo! Images 21 YES

Ixquick 79 NO

AP Images 0 -

Academic Search 

Complete Images

0 -

YouTube 28 YES

Search Tool Total number of 

Results

Relevant Hits on First Page of 

Results

Google Images 371 NO

Yahoo! Images 23 YES

Ixquick 2,520 NO

AP Images 0 -

Academic Search Complete 

Images

0 -

YouTube 1,610 NO

Search Tool Total number of 

Results

Relevant Hits on First Page 

of Results

Google Images 233,000 YES

Yahoo! Images 0 -

Ixquick 4 NO

AP Images 0 -

Academic Search 

Complete Images

0 -

YouTube 20 YES

Academic Search 
Complete Images

http://web.ebscohost.com

AP Images
http://www.apimages.com/

Google Images
http://images.google.com/

Ixquick
http://www.ixquick.com/

Yahoo! Images
http://images.search.yahoo.com/

YouTube
http://www.youtube.com/

Search Tool Total number of 

Results

Relevant Hits on First Page 

of Results

Google Images 785,000 YES

Yahoo! Images 289,591 YES

Ixquick 416,880 YES

AP Images 135 NO 

Academic Search Complete 

Images

1 NO

YouTube 20 YES

http://web.ebscohost.com/
http://www.apimages.com/
http://images.google.com/
http://www.ixquick.com/
http://images.search.yahoo.com/
http://www.youtube.com/

